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WUTHERING’S: A SERIOUS COMEDY EPISODE 5

MUSIC: INTRO 1

INTRO VOICE

You’re listening to Wuthering’s: A Serious Comedy,

brought to you by Francis Hardy Productions.

(SOUND + INTRO TO THIS POINT ALWAYS THE SAME)

(ALLY AND GEORGE WITTER, POSSIBLY IN FUNNY VOICES,

AT THE START OF EACH STORY AS OUTSIDE OBSERVERS,

LIKE A MODERN, TWO-PERSON GREEK CHORUS)

MUSIC: INTRO 1 FADE OUT

SOUND: RUSTLING OF PAPER

GEORGE

Mmmmmm, these donuts are scrumptious. I didn’t think

they could taste as good as they look - but they do. I

might have just one more -

SOUND: CAR DOOR SLAM (DISTANT)

Is that...Ally’s home early!

SOUND: RUSTLING OF PAPER

SOUND: FRONT DOOR OPEN

ALLY

Hello, George. How was your day? What’s this? Oh no.

You haven’t.

GEORGE

They’re just donuts, Ally. Lemon donuts.

ALLY

Do you remember that nice chat we had about

cholesterol, George?

GEORGE

Yes, I do.

ALLY

You agreed - you said you wanted to live a long life.

(PAUSE)

We’ve got a target.

GEORGE

127 years. I know.
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ALLY

Well you’re not going to live to 127 eating this

rubbish. Where did you get it? It wasn’t in the

supermarket - because I watch the trolley closely.

GEORGE

Like a hawk.

ALLY

Someone’s got to take responsibility. What’s this...?

SOUND: RUSTLING OF PAPER

Wuthering’s! Those villains. So they got you, too.

Lured you in.

GEORGE

I was weak...

ALLY

I should have been ready for this. I should have

prepared for it.

GEORGE

You’re not cross with me?

ALLY

Cross? No. Once - when I was very young - I, too, was

ensnared. It was the lemon donuts that did it. Ever

since that day, I have fought against vice.

MUSIC: INTRO 2

But it is relentless. You dodge one temptation, then

another comes at you. First it was the Frazzles. Then

the Snazzles. Then - just when you think you’re safe -

GEORGE

The Dazzles.

ALLY

You must never walk past that shop alone, George.

GEORGE

I promise I won’t.

ALLY

One human’s strength is not enough.

GEORGE

I so want to be 127...

(DIALOGUE AND INTRO 2 FADE OUT)
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EMILY

So Miss Piratti was engaged. How ro- man - tic. What

was his name?

JACK

The Gentleman Poet.

EMILY

He didn’t have a real name? How thrilling.

JACK

She probably didn’t call him that.

EMILY

You’re right. Perhaps he was ’My Poet’ or ’My

Wordsmith’ or just ’Mr Smith’.

JACK

I think it was a nickname the newspaper gave him -

EMILY

Or that he himself adopted - to hide his real identity.

JACK

You think he had something to hide?

EMILY

Because he was an earl, with a castle...Only he didn’t

want Miss Piratti to know that. He wanted her to see

him as he really was - someone who would pick a flower,

and be grateful for the beauty of its petals...

JACK

Possibly.

EMILY

(AS IF INDULGING A FAIRY TALE)

...To hide his wealth, he rode an elderly horse. It had

authority issues, and resisted putting one hoof in

front of the other, but the poet - this gentle weaver

of words - was too kind to discipline the bitter and

surly animal. So they rode about really slowly. That

was what Miss Piratti noticed about the Gentleman Poet

- he was different from other men.

JACK

That is wild speculation. But there is a way to get

closer to the truth. There is an autobiography.

SOUND: CAFE DOOR BELL - OPEN

SOUND: CAFE DOOR BELL - CLOSE
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EMILY

Hello, Mr Wuthering.

JACK

Afternoon, Mr Wuthering.

MR WUTHERING

Af’ernoon-af’ernoon. Miss Piratti didn’t pop in when I

was gone, did she?

JACK

’Fraid not.

MR WUTHERING

She didn’t call? Leave a message?

JACK

No.

MR WUTHERING

Was there anything in the post?

JACK

No.

EMILY

This can’t go on. Have you tried other ways of

contacting her? Non-traditional means.

MR WUTHERING

I’ve left notes at the graveyard...I shouted at the

moon...My doors and windows are always open...I made

letters out of toast, and brewed special combinations

of tea...Nothing has worked.

EMILY

My biggest fear has been realised. Mr Wuthering, you

have scared Miss Piratti away.

MR WUTHERING

She’s a six foot six skeleton, but I’ve scared her

away?

EMILY

If I may speak plainly...

MR WUTHERING

You may.

EMILY

It is your brutal nature. Miss Piratti has never seen

anything like it in 400 years. Jack and I - we’re

coping. But not everyone is as tough as we are.
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MR WUTHERING

Brutal nature? What did I do? When?

EMILY

Everything - all the time. It’s so consistent you don’t

even see it. But there is hope, Mr Wuthering. You can

change.

MR WUTHERING

I don’t need to change. I travelled the world for 22

years, met people from all walks of life - and never

heard a single complaint about my ways.

EMILY

Were you the first English person they had met?

MR WUTHERING

Well...I don’t know.

EMILY

As you walked away, did you hear what they muttered to

themselves?

MR WUTHERING

No.

EMILY

Do you know if they issued warnings about ’that English

devil’?

MR WUTHERING

I don’t.

EMILY

Did you stop to ask about the scores of ladies left

reeling by your thoughtless remarks?

MR WUTHERING

I didn’t.

EMILY

There is a reason Miss Piratti is staying away.

JACK

Aren’t ghosts in the habit of coming and going?

EMILY

Not when they’ve invested in a business.

MR WUTHERING

I see your point. What do I have to do?
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EMILY

You need to throw off the shackles of manhood -

JACK

(LAUGHS)

EMILY

Is something funny?

JACK

No.

EMILY

Mr Wuthering, it is time to embrace your feminine side.

MUSIC: INTERVAL

EMILY

My friend had elocution lessons - told me all there is

to know. Again.

MR WUTHERING

(HOPELESS APPROXIMATION OF AN RP VOICE)

How do you do-ooo?

EMILY

No, no, no, no. Hoooow - really elongate the vowels.

How-ow-ow-wow.

MR WUTHERING

(ANOTHER ATTEMPT)

Hoo-ow do you do-ooo?

EMILY

Better.

MR WUTHERING

You said I would be learning ’feminine-lady qualities’.

’Feminine’ and ’lady’ is surely enough - why should I

be ’posh’ as well?

EMILY

The ’common man’ has a certain respectability; the

’common woman’ has none at all.

MR WUTHERING

Are you really an expert in these matters?

EMILY

I am a lady. I am feminine...And posh - so yes. Now try

the next one.
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MR WUTHERING

The tigers of Tonbridge are terribly timid.

EMILY

Don’t sound so tired! You should be - fresh as a daisy.

As if the world is all-new, and you are seeing it for

the first time.

MR WUTHERING

The tigers of Tonbridge are terribly timid!

EMILY

Yesss! Think of every word as being special. Full of

significance. The - tigers - of - Tonbridge - are -

terribly - timid. See? Like the Queen Mother already.

The effect you want to give is that you are slightly

above the English language - and the subject in hand.

Now let’s see your new walk.

SOUND: SCUFFLING ACROSS THE FLOORBOARDS

EMILY

Good. Your steps could still be smaller. Never look

like you’re actually going somewhere. It should seem

like you emerged, you somehow drifted into being. Like

Botticelli’s Venus - in her shell, on the waves.

MR WUTHERING

Botticelli’s what?

EMILY

Never mind. We will address your appearance. But the

biggest change is in the mind. There is something

else...You must pepper your day with - random acts of

kindness. For example, helping out at the donkey

shelter.

MR WUTHERING

Have the donkeys put out a call for help?

EMILY

They can’t, they’re too helpless.

And if you don’t actually do kind things - because

there just isn’t the time - then at least think them.

Tonight, you have homework. Beg, borrow, or just

download the following romantic comedies: Sleepless in

Seattle, Love Actually, Emma, Notting Hill, Bridget

Jones’s Diary -
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MR WUTHERING

No!

EMILY

Yes, Mr Wuthering. You don’t have to watch the sequels.

And throw in The Princess Bride, for good measure.

MR WUTHERING

This better work.

EMILY

Do you want Miss Piratti to sail back into your life or

not?

I’d also like you to look at a TV adaptation of Pride

and Prejudice...Observe the scenes surrounding Colin

Firth and a lake. His character is called Mr Darcy.

Observe him, learn, but don’t try it at home.

MR WUTHERING

Mr Darcy...

EMILY

Don’t sneer. It is unbecoming. You should know that

period dramas are hugely instructive...Miss Piratti

will soon discover you are a changed man.

MUSIC: INTERVAL

JACK

The Gentleman’s Poet’s horse was not, as Emily had

supposed, old and unruly. It was, in fact, a former

racehorse called Charger. This was not the only

revelation.

MUSIC: GREENSLEEVES 2 (2.07 MIN)

JACK

The Life and Adventures of a Gentleman Poet, by Jordan

Le Ratt.

I am the descendent of a long and noble line of

ratcatchers. My grandfather pioneered the use of a Pied

Piper in drawing out the most crafty of vermin.

Removing rats from London’s grandest homes brought my

grandfather fame and respect, far and wide.

The establishment of the Pied Piper franchise brought

my family new wealth; and it has allowed me to become a

man of leisure.

I divide my time between hunting, poetry and painting.

Hunting and poetry are natural companions. What better

(MORE)
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JACK (cont’d)
use of a gentleman’s time than tracking a stag, killing

it, eating it, then writing about it? Such beasts were

created for the use of man and his recreation. Do not

feel sorry for the dead stag - it has achieved its

highest purpose.

When not hunting or composing verses, I work feverishly

on self-portraits, starting a new one as soon as the

last is finished. There are already 54 completed - all

on display at my various properties.

Both on-canvas and off it, a man of leisure must wear

the best clothes. After enquiries about the best

breeches in England, I was introduced to the peerless

Miss Piratti, known for her superlative work in men’s

costume.

Our initial meeting soon blossomed into passionate

friendship, and then - after an appropriate and

virtue-filled interval - romance. Tragically, she died

just three months after our engagement - slain by the

dreadful Plague.

The black rat has been master of my fate - supplying a

fortune in coins, and poverty in love.

MUSIC: GREENSLEEVES 2 - STOP

VOICE: THE LIBRARY IS CLOSING IN 15 MINUTES

JACK

A dreadful Plague...I wonder what the graveyard records

say.

MUSIC: INTERVAL

EMILY

Here is a customer, now. Remember what I told you.

MR WUTHERING

(’INSPIRED’ BY PERIOD DRAMAS)

Hoo-ow do you do-ooo?

CUSTOMER

I’ll have a lemon Snazzle, please.

MR WUTHERING

(CONTINUED)

The Snazzles are a most delightful choice. I do hope

you enjoy eating them as much I did ordering them in

bulk. But the delivery driver is awfully rude. Have you

met him?
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CUSTOMER

No.

MR WUTHERING

(CONTINUED)

Pray that you don’t; he has no manners at all. That

will be two pound fifty, please.

SOUND: CAFE DOOR BELL - OPEN

SOUND: CAFE DOOR BELL - CLOSE

EMILY

Hi, Jack.

JACK

Hallo. As soon as you have a quiet moment, I have an

update on our gentleman poet.

MR WUTHERING

Emily! Hoo-ow did I do-ooo?

MUSIC: INTERVAL

JACK

Miss Piratti is supposed to have died of the Plague,

but I looked into the graveyard records - and they

don’t mention it. They should have marked the letters

PLA next to her name.

EMILY

Could they have made a mistake? An admin error.

JACK

It’s possible.

EMILY

I think you should stop prying into Miss Piratti’s

romantic life and unfortunate death. It is

disrespectful.

JACK

I hadn’t thought of that.

EMILY

The most important thing is that Miss Piratti returns

to the cake shop, sharing her undeniable experience and

knowledge. Stop this detective stuff, Jack. It’s

childish and silly.

SOUND: COUNTRYSIDE/FARM

SOUND: DONKEY BRAYING
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MR WUTHERING

No-one told me donkeys were so cute. There’s a notice

on the fence...

(READING)

This donkey needs a home.

A random act of kindness...

SOUND: RAIN AND THUNDER

JACK

It’s the detective’s weather again. That is his lot -

always walking, always thinking, and its always

raining.

I had lifted a magnifying glass to history. But what

did I really find? Miss Piratti was engaged to a chump,

and died three months later. Life then was ’nasty,

brutish and short’ - right? To question one moment in

millions just like it - was foolish.

SOUND: RAIN AND THUNDER - STOP

Emily’s words stung. ’Childish and silly’, she said.

MUSIC: DARK PIANO AND VIOLIN

Who was I, thinking I could uncover what was hidden in

the dark? I had been caught trying to be someone else,

something I wasn’t - and it was embarrassing. I was a

fraud.

My intrepid steps had uncovered nothing. I only got

lost in a forest. I had found my way out again - and in

the cold white glare of day, anyone could see that I

was no detective. It was over.

(MUSIC STOPS)

SOUND: TRAFFIC

SOUND: CAFE DOOR BELL - OPEN

MR WUTHERING

Hello, donkey, how are you? Did you miss me?

SOUND: DONKEY BRAYING

You must know how lucky you are - surely the only

donkey in London to live in a cake shop! Do you like

it?

SOUND: DONKEY BRAYING

I’ve just realised you don’t have a name. I’ve never

named a donkey before...What if I don’t make a good

choice? Choose something that’s really wrong for you?

It could tarnish your whole life.
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The trouble is, my head is full of all those romcoms

Emily made me watch. They showed me crazy possibilities

- and turned everything upside down. Take Notting Hill.

SOUND: DONKEY WHINNYING

That guy had a shop in a nice bit of London. I’ve got a

shop in an equally nice bit of London. But our lives

have been totally different! What am I to make of it?

SOUND: CLANKING CHAINS

MR WUTHERING

Listen, do you hear that?

SOUND: DONKEY BRAYING

Shhh, Donkey!

SOUND: CLANKING CHAINS - LOUDER

MUSIC: SPOOKY

MR WUTHERING

Miss Piratti, you’re back!

(TO HIMSELF)

It was the donkey that did it. It worked! Or something

worked.

MISS PIRATTI

There is an animal in the shop.

MR WUTHERING

He needed a home. The customers love him. Don’t they

love you, Donkey?

SOUND: DONKEY BRAYING

He doesn’t have a name yet. If you can think of

one...But, Miss Piratti, we have a very serious matter

to talk about.

It’s the matter of - communication. And another -

second - matter, which is your sudden - appearing and

disappearing.

Miss Piratti?

Miss Piratti?

SOUND: TRAFFIC

JACK

It’s too cold to stand out here.
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EMILY

The door is locked.

SOUND: BANGING ON THE DOOR

EMILY

Don’t you think I’ve tried that?

JACK

Mr Wuthering should be in there. Look - there’s ice on

the inside of the glass. That’s how cold it is. I can

barely see in.

SOUND: BANGING ON THE DOOR

Is that a donkey in there?

EMILY

Let me see.

(PAUSE)

It’s a - giant soft toy. Like you see in Hamley’s.

SOUND: BANGING ON THE DOOR

JACK

Wait - the door moved slightly. It’s not locked - it’s

stuck. Help me push it - on the count of three. One -

two - THREE.

SOUND: SCRAPING

SOUND: CAFE DOOR BELL - OPEN

JACK

The floor is covered in ice. Be careful.

SOUND: ICE CRUNCHING UNDERFOOT

EMILY

What on earth?

JACK

Mr Wuthering...

EMILY

Miss Piratti...They’ve been - frozen. Look at his feet

- they’re encased in ice.

JACK

What on earth...It’s like he’s rooted to the spot.

Trapped in ice. The whole shop is! Even the till has

iced over.
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EMILY

Oh no. The donkey is not a soft toy. It has a toilet

area. He’s frozen, too. This is all my doing!

JACK

You did this?!

EMILY

Yes - no - I don’t know! I suggested Mr Wuthering visit

the donkey shelter.

JACK

Why?

EMILY

To do random acts of kindness. Now it is worse than if

he never did anything.

JACK

You think the donkey did this?

EMILY

I don’t know. Doesn’t seem the type.

JACK

The obvious suspect is Miss Piratti. Except she is

frozen, too...?

EMILY

Then it is like a sit-in. A boycott. Miss Piratti -

what are you protesting about?

(PAUSE)

JACK

I don’t think she’s in a position to answer.

EMILY

I was hoping for some sort of sign.

JACK

It could be us next - frozen to the spot.

EMILY

We seem to be okay...

JACK

But for how long? I won’t be waiting around to find

out.

SOUND: ICE CRUNCHING UNDERFOOT
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EMILY

Jack - where are you going? Watch the ice - its -

SOUND: LIGHT THUMP

- slippery.

JACK

GrrraArgghhh. This place is cursed!

SOUND: CAFE DOOR BELL - OPEN

SOUND: CAFE DOOR BELL - CLOSE

SOUND: TRAFFIC

SOUND: FOOTSTEPS RUNNING

JACK

I ran, turning left and right without reason, down

lanes and through gates, up steps and across

yards. Stone, tarmac and idling taxis blurred around

me. I stopped to catch my breath when I reached

Trafalgar Square.

But everything there - the turquoise fountains, sitting

lions, Nelson’s Column, street performers - everything

drew attention to itself. Soon I would, too.

I was afraid that a curious passer-by would glance at

me and - through the medium of eye contact alone -

become privy to the same frozen horror I was. It was

too dangerous...I walked on.

But where could I go? The entrance to an art gallery

slipped by on my left. I turned back, and through a

darkened doorway.

And through that doorway were paintings...row and rows

of respectable faces, staring impassively from their

frames. Elaborate wigs and gowns stood as perfectly as

they did at the last brushstroke, unruffled by any

calamity. A solitary guard stood in the entrance. Their

presence aside, I was alone.

Was my workplace really cursed? A deathly Arctic freeze

covered every corner of it. And right in the middle

stood Miss Piratti.

My legs tired, and I sought out a bench. The same

thoughts echoed endlessly -

I had given up that ’detective stuff’ - Because it was

stupid, and pointless - Mr Wuthering, surely innocent,

(MORE)
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JACK (cont’d)
was cruelly entombed in ice - and the cake shop

transformed into a terrifying tableau.

On the wall opposite was a black and white engraving. I

looked at it for a long time before I realised its

subject.

SOUND: ANGRY MOB

A wild and frightening crowd teemed around the gallows;

a body hung lifelessly from a noose.

I stood up and looked closer.

The Gentleman Poet Executed at Tyburn, 1654.

And then I looked closer still:

Jordan Le Ratt, a wealthy landowner, was found guilty

of murdering a man. They had been arguing about the

payment of a bill.

(A REALISATION)

By chance, I had found another piece of Miss Piratti’s

story. Four years after she died, her fiance hanged for

murder.

MUSIC: SWING JAZZ (FATS WALLER)

INTRO VOICE

You’ve been listening to Wuthering’s: A Serious Comedy.

Jack Hatton was played by XX, Emily Richpin by YY, Mr

Wuthering by XX and Miss Piratti by YY. It was written

by SG Byron and brought to you by Francis Hardy

Productions. If you enjoyed it, please subscribe and

follow us on Twitter @spokenstory.


